Functional roles of aromatic residues in the ligand-binding domain of cyclic nucleotide-gated channels.
The ligand-binding domains of cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) channels show sequence homology to corresponding region(s) of the Escherichia coli catabolite gene-activator protein (CAP) and to the regulatory subunit of cAMP-dependent or cGMP-dependent protein kinases. The structure of CAP and that of a cAMP-dependent protein kinases regulatory subunit have been solved, prompting efforts to generate structural models for the binding domains in CNG channel. These models explicitly predicted that an aromatic residue in the CNG channel aligning with leucine 61 of CAP forms an interaction with the bound cyclic nucleotide. We tested this hypothesis by site-directed mutagenesis in a rat olfactory channel (rOCNC1) and a bovine rod photoreceptor channel (Brcng). We found that mutations at this site had only weak effects that were not specific to the aromatic or the hydrophobic nature of the substituted residue. This result weakens the hypothesis of a strong or specific interaction at this site. We also separately mutated most of the other aromatic residues in the binding domain to alanine; most of these mutations resulted in channels that either did not function or had only minor changes in sensitivity. However, replacing tyrosine 565 with alanine (Y565A) in rOCNC1 increased agonist sensitivity by approximately 10-fold and resulted in prominent spontaneous activities. Y565 presumably lies between two alpha helices in the binding domain; one of these, the C helix, probably rotates during channel activation. The position of Y565 at the "hinge" between the C helix and another portion of the binding domain, and the consequences of Y565 mutations, strongly suggest that this portion of the binding domain is involved in channel gating processes.